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- Valves, pneumatic actuators, desupereheaters, mesh filters, butterfly valves [1]

"Automation Machinery Plant POLNA S.A., supplied industrial and heat control equipment to the thermal-electric power station Władysławowo, and to the gas compression station on the platform Baltic Beta. Cooperation was accurate, and knowhow took into account the existing standards and safety regulations. On the basis of the services rendered, ENERGObALTIC Co, Ltd. can recommend Automation Machinery Plant POLNA S.A. as a solid and reliable supplier and a professional, trustworthy partner."

Cytał: &lt;p&gt;On the basis of the services rendered, ENERGObALTIC Co, Ltd. can recommend Automation Machinery Plant POLNA S.A. as a solid and reliable supplier and a professional, trustworthy partner.&lt;/p&gt;
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